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Venue: The conference will be held at the Angel Hotel in Cardiff; conference dinner in Cardiff Castle

Format: Papers to the above topics are invited and will be selected by a committee. There will be hardcover black+white book with ISBN produced in addition to the online pdf version in colour. Papers may have up to 15 pages.

Deadlines: anytime
Optional “early warning” of intent to submit paper
19.12.2016 First round of abstract selection (1/3 of available slots)
20.1.2017 Final round of abstract selection (remaining 2/3 of slots)
25.3.2017 Payment due for authors
25.3.2017 Final papers due (50 € surcharge for late submission)

Fees: 600 € / 300 € regular / PhD student – early registration (by 25.3.2017)
700 € / 350 € regular / PhD student – late registration

Fees are subject to VAT (reverse charge mechanism in Europe)
Fees include proceedings, lunches, coffee breaks and conference dinner

Sponsors: AVEVA, Beta CAE Systems, CD-adapco, DNV GL, Sener, SpecTec, SSI (further sponsors to be announced)

Information: www.compit.info